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HRAM AS A TOOL FOR PETROLEUM
A CASE STUDY OF THE MISSISSIPPI

SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND TREND EXPLORATION:
DELTA SURVEY, SOUTHEAST LOUISIANA

MALIA K. SPAID-REITZ’ AND PETER M. EICI?

by 90 miles) swath of the Southeastern Louisiana transition
zone at an elevation of 150 metres (500 feet) above mean terrain. A cesium vapor total intensity magnetometer with
active aircraft compensation was used. The data were leveled
and processed by World Geoscience Corporation through
total field corrections. The tight line spacing was intentional
to mitigate cultural contamination with data density in this
mature petroleum province.
Conoco initiated participation in the project area with
three goals. They wanted to characterize the risk fur plays in
the mature south Louisiana petroleum province, to characterize the risk Sor prospects and leads in the area, and to
develop new ideas. A key question was: “Can these goals be
accomplished with HRAM in such a mature region which
includes more than 47,000 wells and associatrd infrastructurc’?’ This concern was well illustrated by a 2nd vertical
derivative of the data that focused on the highest frequency
features. Control points for those data, which did not pass
statistical noise criteria, were flagged and removed from further processing steps (Fig. I).
On a regional scale, essentially the survey map area,
Conoco wanted to gain an integral geologic understanding of
the present structural and stratigraphic framework from the
crystalline basement to the seafloor. From this work, they
could develop models f?x the burial history, the salt evolution, the time of salt movement, and facie distribution. With
these models exploration risk factors such as reservoir potential, trap style, hydrocarbon charge events and pathways
from source to reservoir could be assessed for potential
exploratory prospects. Traditional data that included well
control. 2D and 3D seismic data provided information on
many parametres such as the development of the Middle
Miocene and younger depositional framework. The traditional data provided a tool to extrapolate interpretations for
deeper potential reservoir targets with notable limitations.
The deep well control rarely penetrated beyond the primary
Tertiary reservoir section. The marginal marine environment
of the South Louisiana coast represents a costly and technically challenged province in which to acquire seismic data.
The existing seismic data coverage was sparse. Significant
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mc utility “f high-resuhrionaeromagnetics
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timing,
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of HRAM datafrom this work wereintegratedwith Iocd we,,data.
Z-D and3-D seismic data,regionalgravityandcnagnetics data.tanpruducliun
ilcr~ssrhc
peraturedata,basinmudcls.and histuriut
tranriliun
mne of the Missisippi River delta of Southt.cwisiam
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fearures.The basementleaturesidenlilied
are deeplrlull trcndi.
intradxisement
lithdogic houndatiea.igneousintrusivehodicr, and
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salt disuibutiun.
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ilnd subsequent
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modelsandtu bridge the regionill fu pmspcc~scdc understanding
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INTKODUC710N
The Mississippi Delta speculative HRAM survey was
flown by World Geoscience Corporation in 1996, and
includes 187 659 line kilometres (117,287 total line miles) of
data with an inline spacing of 250 metres oriented north to
south and a tie line spacing of 1250 metres oriented east to
west. The data were flown across a 96 by 144 kilometres (60
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Fig 1. The 2nd vertical derivative filtered data shown in the backgroundgrayscalefocuses on the highest frequencies in the data and illustrates the
C”lt”li 31features. Control points for these data that did not pass statistical noise criteria are over-postedin blue. These data were removedfrom a”Y
flitthe I processing.The blanked areas representno-fly zones associatedwith the airpar? city of New Orleans. and the National Park Islands 01Offshore Mississiooi.The coastsmaim rivers and L&es of south Louisianaare overlain in black as a cultural referencesThe area included in the m;1p is
approximately96 by 144 kiiometres(60 by %I miles).
intcrprclive quality signal was usu;llly limited to lhc lint
4500 n~c~rcs( IS.000 feet). New explwa~ry rrsel-I-air txgct\
included 4200 to 6000 mctw (11.0~10to 20.000 iet) tar@
depths. Furrhermorc. of [he five source systems propoxd ~I)I
the region (‘ram deep M~cII cmtr~l and basin model work.
I~ur wet-e Mcsutoic. ~rarcly penrtratod. and they ucrc
cxpcctcd 10 ,,CC”I ill depth\ g”“‘”
1hlir1h000 “KlXS (20.000
rest).
HRAM wa chosen ai a rcconnaissancc tool that wa In\
expensive ro ncquirc than additiwul seismic d;~t;~.Second.
Ihe nmgnctics data could he used to cxtrapol;~te the I-cgi<rnal
pcmrlrum sy\tcm intrrprc~;hn\
through i~nd hencarh Ihc
I-cflcctim seismic data window or investigalim The anticipated m;lgnetic sources included the crystalline bawnrnt-toxediment;ry intsrfacc. lithologic vxiations within the baseand the allochthonous
“,C”,. ~gncous inflmsivc5.
sillt-1~~-\~:di11letltintcrl’xs. The initial expcctalim I*o~n thcw
data wa?. to dclinr an autochthwous salt di\trihution ~nodcl.
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pulrntial and di\trihution.
mdcl\. infer MCSOLOICSCILIICC
There d;.dn were alw cxpectsd to Iwale potential basement
l’ult~. ipneow l~~att~res.md varied hascment province\ that

occur within the cru\t. Thew expectations were all met with
xlditimal
sul-prise\ such ai high amplitude and high (I.cqurncy morn~~lies that enhihic a channel-like geometry. l)ata
lillel-rd to mhimce lineal- edpcs and hi:h fl-equcncy yielded
V~~tu~-es
thal wcrc compared to scismica Ily defined scdinxw
tary felts. Whew seismic dat;~ cmtrul wcrc mm densely
spaced. similxities were ohscrved. Whew seismic d;ira were
spal-e. mwc dit~errnccs wcrc obse~wed. One p<wihls< expla
nation Ior the diffzrenccs is the lack 01 an adcqm~tr density
of seismic control to link the laults. i\ wcmd ehplmatim
cm~ld hc lhl‘ eF?ct of ~sidual cultw~l C(~nlillnillilfi(ltl. F,II- the
latter nxvm, straight lincx leatures wcrc di\regxdrd. The
HRAM dat:~ provided a tool to highlighl Ihew unccrtainlieb.
The rcvi\icrn or the interpretation. consistent \vith alI the
dxt;~. wiis rccommendcd a\ i, I’U~LII-ework program The
hrmdu implication was that HRAM could help interpreters
link into-;I-\cdilnrnt;Il-y Ihults in the ahscncc I~)(,bthe~-cmtrol.
Enmples (II the (Iltcul HKAM data that illustrate the basermenl cimfiguraliwi. intTa-sc dimcnt;wy litlcm I:alu~5. cutural Inoisc. i~ll~~chth(~lli~llssalt. and channel-like anomidics
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Fig. 2. Interpreted fault trends and basement boundaries are shown in brown. The depth to magnetic basement grid is colour contoured from purple
18 300 metres (60,000 feet) to orange 6100 metres (20.000 feet) with a 3050 metres (10,000 feet) contour intervals A first order NE-SW trend is dominant over the basement high region observed in the nolthea*tern comer of the region studied. A *econd order WNW-ESE trend is aIs0 observed.
This region corresponds lo the offshore exten*ion of the carbonate dominated and Mesozoic aged. Florida shelf geologic province. These shallow
depths are con*i*tent with deep Jurassic aged exploratory weiI* drilled in the region. The few depth solutions from this province that exceeded 9100
metres (30.000 feet) are interpreted as intra-basement feature* fhat may &ate lo IithoIoQic variations in the continental and thick fran*ition;li crust
that underlies this province. The interpreted poss!bIe and probable igneous intru*ive bodies are shown as the pink pattern areas~
The green contour delineates the boundary between the shallow basement and more highly attenuated crust. A change in orientation and style chars
acterizes this second province located in the cenfraI map area. The first order trend exhibited I* WNW-ESE. Werner depth Solution* as deep as
18 300 metres (60,000 feet) were consistently calculated. with a few Solutions that exceeded 21 300 melees (70.000 feet). The line* are dashed
where the trends are more subtle, and they define a second order grain oriented NE~SW. There IS ie** confidence in this interpretation than the
trends defired by the solid brown lines.
The exploration significance of the basement architecture has the potential for impact to multiple petroleum system rusk factors. The deepest basin
located in the central map region is interpreted to have had the thickest deposits of autochthonous Louann Sail. The model lor the initial salt distribu~
tion and relative thickness was used lo predict the R?QiOns with the greatest pok?ntiaI for accommodation spaces Those regions were then interpreted
as likely sediment transport fairways and accumulation sites. The paleotopographlc
influence from the major Structural elements associated with the
early Mesozoic-aged rift event may vary the source potential characteristics of the sywrift and drift aged Mesozoic carbonates that include Oxiordian
lo Tithoniar aged sediment*. The opportunity for varied compaction. salt evawation
into allochthonous featlires. and differential subsidence that
re*ult* from the underlying *twct~raI influence yield *ignificantIy different degrees of hydrocarbon maturation and critic*1 moment* of hydrocarbon
expuI*~on events. The basement fault trends provided zones of weakness ior the autochthonous salt to breakout into the sedimentary section as
allochthonous features. These deep faults and salt evoIutionaly pathways al*o provided conduits and connectivity between younQer potential reservoir systems and stratigiaphically
separated older source systems, igneous intwsions may also have provided Iocal paleotopographic
eIeme~nt* that
influence subsequent deposition*1 fac~es,
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Fig. 3. The dominant provenance for Clastic sediments that enter the study area is shown with a large red arrow. Small red pointers depict additional
6100
minor clasfic contribution from the N-NE. The depth to magnetic basement c&w contours. from purple l8 300 metres (60,000 feet) to orange
metres (20.000 feet) with a 3050 metres (10,000 feet) contour interval are included for deep basin orientation relative to the young Tertiary features.
The bold blue dashed lines indicate the location of the shelf margin at 23.50 MYBP. 12.50 MYBP. and 10.50 MYBP as dominantly Micocene aged
elastic sediments pro-graded across ihe area. Bold red dashed Iines indicate the interpreted sediment disiribution pathways along three first order
fairways that Originate from the northwest. The western fairway carries the heaviest coarse sediment load. These sediments fill a prominent subs
basin loc;sily referred to as the Hourna Embayment. The central fairway system is relatively more starved for sediments. with a dominant NW-SE
deposition& dip The eastern fairway is even more starved for coarse sediments. wifh a slightly WNW-ESE dispositional dip. Only very minor sedi~
ment contribution comes from the NNE. Smaller red dashed lines depict the second order distribution of syn-kinematic to post-kinematic sequences.
These intervals fill local inter-salt sub-basins that are bounded by allochthonous salt features. Green pattern polygons depict probable salt features
and green line polygons depict subtle or more deeply buried possible salt features. Light and dark aqua Iines depict faulfs from 2-D seismic interpretations rwar the top and base of the Middle Miocene section.
The HRAM data Qave the first evidence to suggest this sediment distribution model. The concept was tested for consistency with the observed sand
distribution in Middle Miocene penetrations and with the seismic stratigraphic characfer. The reservoir isopach maps were wcontoured.
biased with
this depositional model to create a more refined prediction of reservoir facie* and thickness, This predictive technique was favourably supported
along the eastern fairway system by recent drilling activity just north of the Mississippi Delta. in the offshore areas known as Breton Sound and Main
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4. This is an image of the RTP data that has been upward continued 2400 metres (8.000 feet). Positive anomalies
anomalies are blue. The range of the data is 227 NT.

Sect) upw;ard continuation of the RTP data. The 2nd hmimntal gl-adient filter was then applied to the upward continua
tim filtcrcd data. To further image enhancrmcnt, imcnsity
and azimuth filtrrz were then applied. The rc\uIt\ wcrc displayed as the background gayscale image. A 2-D wismic
data derived isopach of the Middle Mioccnc dcpmsitional
package, defined a:, the sequcncc boundary OSlO.S(l to IS.50
MYBP. was colour-dreprd OYCIthe shaded surface (Fig. X).
On the filtrr itmgc straight Iinca leaturcs wxc intcrpl-ctcd
as vsidual CUIIUI.~Inoise. howc\;cr there were aim nunwous
curvilinea features that col-responded to seismically defined
fault rracr!i at the top and base of the Middle Miocene packup (Fif. 9). E.xpandcd SCBICc.xamplcs OSthe co~mzlinion xc
idw shown (Figs. IO and I I ). The location OSpalco \hcll
margin\, that hrackct the Middle Mirxcnc intcwal. ~llong
with the isopach gwmctry support the gcniogic model OSthe
pro-gradation OSa dcltaic wcdgc that Sillcd accr,mmr)d;ltion
space along the proposed hascmcnt inllucnccd scdimcnt
transpwt tairways. The thickest deposition locally exwdcd
3h00 ~metws 1I2.000 fcctj and thins to 300 Imctrcs ( I.000
fret) up-dip. dmw-dip. and laterally from the dcpmitim;il
IOCU\.
The allochthonou\ ml1 ~‘a\ well imaged with a residu;il
created hy the subtraction OSthe I200 mctrcc (4.000 Sccl)
upward wntinualion
Srom the 2400 mclre\ ~X.000 feet)
upward cmlinuatim OSthe RTP &&I (Fig\. I? and 1%. A
comhimticrn of amplitude and geometry were used to inferpret the shallow salt. Both prohahle and pmsihlr salt feature\
were idemified. l&~ures in the northeastern shallow hasc<‘WC; 87

are shaded red and neg

ment area were excluded based on their larger sile and their
posm~n i,\;er very shallow basement where salt was idso
kmwn to be thin 01’;rhscnt. Thcsc Searwes were interpreted
as ~pneous inlrusiva This I-csidual was alw ued 10 interpret
sediment di\trihutim
pathways for syn- to pm-kincm~tic
claitic deposilim whcrc shallow salt may lhii\e had is Ioml
paleolopirfraphic inllucncc. Glow inspection sh~~wcdii SCM
distinct Seature~ that cxhihit a channel-like promrt~-y that
coincider with shallo\v ch;mncl\ ~~hscrvcdon 2-D eismic. .A
secmd. more deeply huricd. less rlhvious Seaturr ohservcd
on lhl‘ HRAM di~li~ rcprcxnts ii channel \yxtsm interprctcd
hy \uhsurSacc well and seismic control (Figs. Id and ISI.
A Sin% COIOUI.image wa crc;jlcd Srcornthe lint thaw prim
cipa compc,nent\ calculated as a \talislical analysis NOIthr
rclatiw relationship 0S the vitriou5 rc\iduill Siltcrs uscd in the
inteqmtatior (I:igs. Ih and 17). Included ~iil\ the upwmd
continuillion differcnce. the 2nd Ilo!-imntal gradient liltcr c,S
the upwml COllfillllilti,)ll\. a ewnd vertical dcrintivc. and
the dzplh 10 husemrnt surli~c. Thiq inlagc was qxxially
useful in fhc inteq~rsratior of the igmmus intni\ivc bodies x5
well as 5x11 cv~,lulion cllal.ilclri.i,,ilti,In.
Scvcral Sci~lurcs
within the map irra wwc imerprctcd 1,) hc intrusive hodics.
An age OScmplxcmcnt OS;~ppr~~nimatclqX2 MYBP. ;I:; puhli\hcd hy Braunstcin and McMichael. I97h. was inlwred.
The o\-cri~ll h;lscmcnt inllucnccd grain ohserved in the
HRAM lhat undcrlics the thick Middle Miwxnc clatic fill
~a\ well illustrated in Ihi\ image. When cm~parcd 10 historical production and lhgdrocarbcrn richness Sor the rcgim. the
WKW-ESE basement filhric was sub-parallel and coincident
,~r,/,,,/l/,

P/I/_:

Fig. 5. The intensity shading comes from a 2nd horizontal gradient magnitude t~lter applied to a 2400 metre* (8.000 feet) upward continuation at the
RTP data Werner derived depth basement solutions were gridded and cotowdraped
over the shaded surface. The depth lo magnetic basement grid
is colour contoured from purple 18300 metres (60.000 feet) lo orange 6100 metres (20,000 teet) with a 3050 metres (IO.000 feet) contour interval. A
iirst order NE~SW trend is dominant over the basement high rqon observed in the noltheastern comer of the region studied. A second order WNWESE trend is ah obsewed. This region corresponds to the offshore extension of the carbonate dominated and Mesozoic aged. Florida shelf geologic
province. These shallow depths are consistent with deep Jurassic aged exploratory wells drilled in the region. The few depth solutions from this
province that exceeded 9100 metres (30.000 feet) are interpreted as intra~basement features that may retate to lithologic variations I” the thick Van+
tional crust that underlies this province. The basin maximum solutlon~ shown in blue exceed 21 kilometres (70.000 feet). The red shades seen
across the upper rlghf hand corner, associated with the Florida carbonate platform are iess than 6100 metres (20,000 feet). These depths tie weI1
with known depths to the base of the Mesozoic Gulf oi Mexico rift event from deep well data in the Mobile Bay area, In this region. depth solutions for
intra-basement leature~ are in the 10 500 lo 12 200 metres 135.000 lo 40,000 feet) depth range. The mean depth across the map area is 12 200
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Fig. 6. With the interpretation overlain. the prominent grains of the Mesozoic Carbonate Platform were well defined. in contrast, the deep basin exhibited a more subtle fabric and a distinctively different orientation. The thickest autochfhonw*
salt that provided accommodation space for the elastic
invasion of the Tertiary was associated with the deeper sub-basin areas. Regional scale sand fairways were inferred to follow this same orientation
as the thickness of the sedimentary overburden drove the evacuation of autochthonous salt. As the new accommodation space was filled with elastic
sediments. continued sedimentation drove pro-gradatim
Salt with-drawl and sedimentation continued, influenced by the vawd Initial supply of
autochthonous salt.
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Fig. 7. Tlhis is an image of the RTP data that has been upward continued
anomalies are blue. The range oi the data is 254 NT,

1200 metres (4.000 feet). Positive anomalies

are shaded red and negative

Fig. 8. This image shows the filtered data used far the intra-sedimentary
fault grain interpretation. The intensity shading comes from a 2nd horizontal
gradient magnitude filter applied lo a 1200 metres (4.000 feet) upward continuation of the RTP dak The depth to magnetic basement colour contours from purple 18300 metres (60.000 ieet) to orange 6100 metres (20.000 feet) with a 3050 metres (IO.000 feet) contour interval are included to
illustrate the relationship of the shallow depasitlon lo the deep basin configuration. A 2-D seismically derived isopach of the Middle Miocene depasit~onal package that includes the interval irom the sequence boundary of IO.50 to 15.50 MYBP is colour draped over the shaded suriace. The thickest
deposition, shades orange. locally exceeds 3650 metres (12.000 feet) and thins lo 300 metres (I.000 feet) in the blue regions, and is centered above
the deep sub-basin regions. Straight linear features likely represent residual culture, There are also numerous cuwilinear features that may be interpreted as geologic information.
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Fig
9. The overlain interpretation shows the Middle Miocene aged deposition bracketed by the shelf margin positions through time. The
thic k facies is inferred lo be a deltaic shelf margin wedge. Inspection ot local isopach thick areas shows the sub-basin architecture filled
Pro posed sediment transport pathways as depicted with red arrows. Further inspection of the grayscale features and their correlation
fault systems. The straight black traces
we ted fault trends suggests some of the curvilinear signal may correspond lo intra-sedimentary
IOC~
ltlon of the interpreted 2-D seismic data

promit lent
along the
with ir,it?rshow the

Fig 10. Two areas have been expanded for a more detailed inspection of the features. The blanked curvilinear features represent the missing section of the faulted interval from the seismic interpretation. Note how the dark NW-SE shading of the lower view is cross cut by the seismically de lined
km ted out region that trends more EW. The sparse 2-D seismic may have lead to an aliased fault interpretation. The HRAM data could be integl xted
witk t the seismic data lo predict a fault linkage pattern. In contrast. the upper right view shows an excellent correlation of the faults located ir1 the
“PP er left corner. There are even subtle indications of a second synthetic system. and a second fault trend oriented oblique to the major trends i llong
this feature. The sparse seismic data control missed these. Notice also the relationship of the isopach thick regions to these faults. Thickening cIf the
ha” Nging wall in map view is observed as well as some subtle thickening near the southeastern termination of the two synthetic faults.
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Fig. 11. The 2-D seismic and geologic interpretations are overlain. Light aqua lines are the fault traces from the seismic interpretation near the top of
the Middle Miocene section. The dark aqua lines are the fault traces from the seismic interpretation near the base of the Middle Miocene section. The
correlation IS excellent for the upper right example of the major WNW feature although the magnetics data suggest there may be additional small
faults. In ‘the lower example. the correlation is poor. The magnetics data fabric suggests the seismic fault interpretation could be aliased due to
sparse data. A re-interpretation of the fault linkage should be pedormed lo develop an interpretation consistent with all data.

Fig. 12. Allochthonous salt is well imaged with a residual created by the difference of the 1200 metres (4.000 feet) upward contiwation
filter from the
2400 metres (8.000 feet) upward continuation filter of the RTP data. Blue regions depict relative negative contrasts. Yellow-to-smoke
gray colours
depict relative positive contrasts. Four patterns of blue features are apparent. They differ in scale. amplitude. and characteristic polarity signatures For
example. the wnall intense blue features located in the lower left comer of the map correspond lo shallow seated veltical salt piercment featwes confirmed by wells and seismic data. The small subtle amplitude blue lo white features that are ‘non-linear‘ can be correlated with deep salt pillows and
residual ft?atures in the eastern central offshore region of the map. The subtle amplitude blue to white features that are “linear” such as seen in the
southwestern map region are residual cultural contamination in the data from pipelines and infrastructure. The large blue features with a positive core
pattern located in the nodheast are characteristic of the interpreted igneous intrusive features.
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Fig. 13. The negative amplitude, geometry. size. and pattern attributes were used to interpret the allochthonous salt distribution. The possible salt
bodies are depicted with green line polygons. and the probable salt bodies are depicted with green pattern filled ploygans. The red arrow. pointers.
and dashed lines depict the elastic input locations and the inter-salt distribution system. The blue regions in the northeastern area are excluded
based on their larger size, their dip&v pattern with a positive core. and their location over very shallow basement where salt is geologically known to
be very thin or absent. ihis iilter was usetui in the interpretation of the igneous intrusive bodies as well as the allochthonous salt characterization.
Shell drillecl a well in the 1960s and published an age date of 82 MYBP or Middle Late Cretaceous for the “altered porphyritic basic rock enco~n~
tered I” the well and named the “Doorpoint Buried Volcano’ of southeast Louisiana. The approximate well location is marked by a teepee symbol with
a red circle (Braunstein and McMicheal. 1976). The interpreted possible and probable igneous bodies are depicted by pink patterned polygons,

Fig. 14. Expanded examples of the interwalt curvilinear features interpreted as channel-like zones are shown. The image on the bottom left Iexhibits
very strong amplitude, high frequency. and a characteristic S~WOUSpa+tern in map view. A shallow channel system interval has been observed on a
2-D seismic data in this area. The feature occurs within the first second (2.way time), or from the surface to a depth 01 approximately 900 metres
(3,000 feet). The feature is interpreted to correspond lo a Pleistocene-to-Pliocene
aged. abandoned feeder channel on the Mississippi delta system.
The image on the right corresponds lo the location of a Middle Miocene buried channel system that has been identified from well penetrations and
seismic data character, The system is buried to depths of 2400 to 4000 metres (8,000 lo 13.000 feet) below the surface. The channel-like geometry
of the filtered HRAM data is lower in amplitude. broader in wavelength. and subtle in pattern.

Fig. 15. Expanded examples of the interpreted channel-like features are depicted with red dashed lines. The green line polygons depict the possible
allochthonous salt. The green pattern polygons depict the probable salt ieatures. Well locations are marked with an “x~. Numbered black, cultural
boundaries denote the lease boundaries that measure approximately 4800 metres (3 miles) on a side for a reference scale. Recently drilled wells that
tested concepts suppolted by these interpretations are shown with a red circle and star at their approximate locations. Devon Energy published a
press release with preliminary test results of the MP-36 State Lease 14964 !A? well on August 12. 1998. The information was posted on their website
(www.dev~rmenergy. corn). The release states the well flawed at a rate of 14 million cubic feet of gas and 900 barrels of condensate per day with a
flowing tubing pressure of 10,400 psi over a 36 hour test from perforations at approximately 5000 metres (16,500 feet). The other two WBIIS were
plugged and abandoned in 1998~

Fig. 16. This image is the result of a principal component analysis of the various filters used in this project. included were the upward continuation
residual differences, the 2nd horizontal gradient filter of the upward continuations, the basement depth surface. and a 2nd veRical derivative surface.
This was useful for further interpretation of the igneous features as well as salt evolution characferizatim
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Fig. 17. With the interpretation overlain. note the concentration of high amplitude more venical and shallow salt bodies of the Main Pass Area located
in the lower right hand corner. They are perched over relatively shallow basement and exhibit a more purple colour m the image. In contrast. there is
a very subtle more blue colour signature associated with the salt features of the Breton Sound area just to the nolihwest where basement deepens,
The proposed interpretation is that the deep autochthonous salt distribution and thickness provided accommodation
space and influenced elastic
sediment fairways. Evolution of the alochthonous
salt was driven by overburden pro-gradation
through time, and resulted in the present day
allochthonous features well maged by HRAM. This provided a key to understanding of the petroleum system as the multiple Mesozoic source sys~
terns may remain in varied phases of hydrocarbon generation where the basement is relatively shallow. Where the basement is deep. bmn modeis
predfct those early sources are aver-mature. This could in part explain the re?.ults of recent drilling. The MP 36 #2 well tested a salt feature shown by
the large star with a red circle that links with a basement fault trend. The foot-wall south of the prospect has the potential for stacked early sources lo
still be in the generation window with the access to the Middle Miocene aged resewoirs through the basement fault and allochthonous salt system.
The two other wells shown by small stars with red circles, and recently drilled in the area do not show the same connection to deep faults nor the
proximity to shallower Mesozoic aged source systems, The relationships and location of these deep features as well as the allochthonous salt distri~
bution provided a key lo undetstand the petroleum systems in this region, and they were well imaged with HRAM,

Fig. 18. This image shows the historical petroleum production in southeast Louisiana. The bubble size is related to field size. the red denotes gas
and the green denotes oil productim The background colour indicates weralI richness by grldding the mean field size across a 50.000 acre square.
Yellow regions exceed 100 MMBOE and blue regions have produced less than 10 MMBOE. The overall grain of the map suggests a WNW-ESE
grain sub-parallel to the dominant change in basement fabric that underlies the thick Middle Miocene elastic reservoir system deposited in deltaic to
slope facies across the area. An understanding of deep source rock distribution. plumbing and migration pathways. timing and salt evolution, in part
interpreted from HRAM data helped high grade play scale regions.
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Fig. 19. The petroleum industry has often explored along trends such as deitaic reservoir facies belts. The depth to magnetic basement grid is colour
contoured from purple 18300 metres (60,000 feet) to orange 6100 metres (20.000 feet) with a 3050 metres (10,000 feet) contour interval. The green
polygons depict the possible and probable salt features~ The brown lines depict the basement grains. The pink patterned polygons depict the probable igneous intrusive bodies. The aqua lines depict the 2-D seismically defined faults from the top and base of the Middle Miocene. The biue dashed
lines depict the shelf margins at 23.50. 12.50. and 10.50 MYBP. An east lo west trend of deltiac and slope facies that track the shelf margins along
the blue dashed lines is predicted from these data. This might find reseNoir. but it may not find the best reservoir. A more integrated depositional
model with high-graded fairways aids the prioritization along strike. Such a model as shown by the red dashed arrows was in part interpreted from
the filtered HRAM data. Second. the rest of the system components such as source maturity and distribution, source access. and allochthonaus salt
traps are critical in finding the significant petroleum accumulations. The filtered HRAM data aided the interpretation of these elements oi the hydrocarbon SyStem*.

Fig. 20. HHAM can provide a tool lo bridge regional lo prospect scaled petroleum system analysis. It provides the traditional deep basement information as well as significant ink-sedimentary
information for exploration. The 3~D prospective view of the whole map area on the lefl captures the
basement architecture r the lower image and the allochfhonous salt distribution from the upward continuation difference filter. The filter has been
inverted here for visual effect of the salt ieatures. The upper right map view is an example of the play scale geologic model of the inter-salt reservoir
system. The lower right map view characterizes a prospect scale feature. Black culture lines depict 4800 metres (3 mile) OCS block boundaries for a
reference scale on the detailed map views.
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